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Do you want to make the world a better and healthier place?
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Be the change this world needs to see and DONATE NOW! Your tax-deductible
donation helps us to provide people with health-changing and life-saving
information so they can make informed medical choices, including on vaccines.
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We reach tens of THOUSANDS through the website
We have 26 billboards reaching over 15 MILLION people
We host campaigns and rallies, with over THIRTY events in two years
We produce videos and educational materials that reach over a MILLION
We do educational talks and events WORLDWIDE
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Please help us DO EVEN MORE events, pages and billboards & support our
mission to create a healthier world here: www.learntherisk.org/donate
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Pharma is pushing profits over public health and taking away our right to decide
what goes into our bodies. It will take THOUSANDS of us out on the streets
raising awareness to get vaccine reality out to the public, which is the best way
to push back.
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To VOLUNTEER for Learn The Risk email info@learntherisk.org
Please help us in any and all ways you can! www.learntherisk.org/take-action/
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